2021 State of Play Report
Financial Centres for
Sustainability Network

The Assesment Programme
• First of its kind framework evaluating the state of sustainable
finance at financial centres.
• It allows financial centres to
•

benchmark their relative position against best-in-class practices,

•

track their progress in supporting this agenda, and

•

identify potential pathways of action, visualize goals and set
priorities when designing strategies.

• It enables FC4S to inform policy – including through
international cooperation- and connect members based on
their needs.
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Avg. response
and completion rate

81%

75%

2021 State of Play

Top priorities and challenges
Engagement &
Connectivity

Standards

Data

Talent

Financial
products &
pipeline

Policies &
Regulations

Credible
Commitments

Engagement & Connectivity

Institutional models that best characterize
sampled fc4s members:

Strong international connectivity and a
multistakeholder approach are necessary
• Leveraging international connectivity, financial centres
can spread innovative solutions to align financial
products with sustainability goals and develop project
pipelines for attracting sustainable investments.

+60%
• Governments can address coordination challenges
between ministries in developing and executing
sustainable policies.

ç

• Most have developed sustainable finance
roadmaps, strategies or action plans.
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Engagement & Connectivity
More robust institutional foundations are
still pending
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Data
Poor data quality and availability remain strong barriers
+60%

ESG ratings and
data products
+ quality data
+ consistecy
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Standards
Improved interoperability and standardization remain top priorities

• Working towards data comparability and framework’s
consistency will enable further sustainability integration.
• The employment of digital technologies can provide new
solutions to these problems.
• Policymakers and financial centres are well positioned to
enable and support their effective adoption by different
stakeholders.
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Talent
There is a strong demand for sustainable finance skills and talent within financial
industry’s organizations, but supply is inadequate

ZOOMING IN:
• The current landscape of financial education is mostly focused on
“Basic knowledge of Sustainable Finance”, and lacks coverage of
topics such as “Systematic identification and management of
climate-related and ESG risks”
• Non-degree programmes (workshops, conferences, executive
courses) are the most available types of educational activities in
financial centres.
• Only 19% have Post-Graduate and Undergraduate courses on
sustainable finance.
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Policies and regulations
There is a growing number of regulations to better manage sustainability risks
and increase sustainable capital flows, reaching +255 collectively
• The application of more sophisticated policy measures
(climate-related risks into prudential regulation,
carbon footprint disclosures, etc.) is limited.
• Carbon pricing mechanisms have emerged as
essential for climate action. Along with carbon taxes,
ETSs are the most implemented instrument (52%).

+82%
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Policies and regulations
There is an increased need to leverage public finance mechanisms
• Most financial centres have at
least one public financial
instrument or incentive, but
more awareness is required.

31%

• The most frequent one were
subsidies and publicly
backed/state owned funds
and institutions.
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Financial Products & Pipeline
Prioritising options to scale up sustainable finance is a major priority
• 60% of respondents have sustainability-related labels available for
investment funds.

• 80% of respondents indicated the presence of listed sustainable debt
instruments.

x5

• 86% reported barriers related to mobilising sustainable funds.
• “Inadequate sustainable investment project pipelines” – 2nd most
pressing challenge for 2 years in a row (40%),
• “Lack of supply of sustainable financial products” (60%)

Only 40% of respondents
on average were able to
answer questions related
to the
number and volume of
sustainable financial
products available
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Credible commitments
There is scepticism around the quality and impact of market player’s
commitments and pledges, given the lack of a standardized approach
Mobilisation commitments

73%

PRESENCE OF COMMITMENTS TO MOBILIZING FINANCE FOR SUSTAINABILITY
PURPOSES IN SAMPLED MARKET PARTICIPANTS BY TYPE AND INDUSTRY
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Credible commitments
Exclusion commitments

SHARE OF SAMPLED MARKET PARTICIPANTS THAT BAN FINANCING FOR
FIRMS ENGAGING FOSSIL FUEL ACTIVITIES BY INDUSTRY

26%

• The share of exclusion within 273 top-5
sampled market participants is still low.
• Most of the measures are focused on
excluding only the firms developing fossil
fuel or coal activities, but not the financial
institutions backing them. Only 8% also
exclude the firms financing fossil fuels, and
12% coal activities.

SHARE OF SAMPLED MARKET PARTICIPANTS THAT BAN FINANCIN FOR FIRMS
ENGAGING IN COAL EXTRACTION OR COAL-FIRED ELECTRICITY GENERATION

38%
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Why financial centres?
1.

Powerful clustering effect and international connectivity to set SDG aligned targets and design strategies.

2.

Promote new data sources driven by digital technologies, ensuring access to accurate information.

3.

Advance taxonomy interoperability efforts to enhance market clarity and improve finance tracking.

4.

Deliver and/or ensure effective and constant upskilling of finance professionals.

5.

Address regulatory challenges, promote effective policies and advance carbon pricing.

6.

Broaden access to sustainable financial products, align financial products with sustainability goals and
develop proper project pipelines.

7.

Support high-carbon companies that are transitioning toward net-zero emissions.
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THANK YOU!

Florencia Baldi
Head of FC4S and SIF Knowledge Hub
florencia.baldi@undp.org

